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Introduction

Introduction
ConfluentiaBus is a software for visualization and control of the European Installation Bus
in an one family house.
Confluentia comes from the latin word “confluere”, which means flowing together.
Furthermore Confluentia is the latin name of Coblenz (Germany), the next city near to our
office.
This software enables you to build a visualization of your home automation very quickly by
importing groupaddresses of your installation and using predefined control-types
(functions). Nevertheless you have the ability to deeply configure all properties. The
configuration tool ConfluentiaBuilder will store all the configuration in a PostgreSQL
database. This database system will be automatically installed in full-installation-mode.
The main concept of ConfluentiaBus is to map groupaddresses to specific types. Each
type has a predefined behavior. User defined types can be easily adapted by inheriting the
predefined types and changing their attributes.
Furthermore all the configuration is taken from the database, e.g. if you add a new floor
with ConfluentiaBuilder, a new floor-tab will be shown in ConfluentiaBus at the next start.
ConfluentiaBus uses JfreeChart including JCommon for displaying statistics. JFreeChart
and JCommon are covered by the LGPL. You find a copy of the LGPL in the lib directory.
The Mediacenter widget uses the free UPnP library Cling which is covered by the LGPL.
(see lib directory).
KNX® is a registered trademark of the KNX Association. 1-Wire ® is a registered trademark
of Dallas Semiconductor. Windows® is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.
Apple®, Macintosh® and Mac OS® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. VIA C7® is a
registered trademark of VIA Technology Incorporation .

Features
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●

ConfluentiaBus comes with an own communication engine Hydra which enables
multiple tunnel-connections to one IP-interface. Additionally Hydra supports 1-Wire®
devices (s. chapter 1-Wire® devices).

●

Android client with different layout for small and big screen

●

You can use multiple slave instances of your visualization or 3 rd party software to
connect to the master instance

●

Many build-in features:
●

mapping of groupaddresses to control-types with their own behavior

●

39 predefined types (switched lights, dimmer, blinds, windows, plugs, garage
doors, heating, ...)

●

user defined types

●

sequences

●

launching of external programs
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●

waking up a screensaver on demand (e.g. presence)

●

forwarding of groupaddress writes to other groupaddresses

●

database-driven with connection pooling

●

Heating-automation (e.g. lock heating when a window is opened, unlock
when all windows of the room are closed)

●

alarm device with different alarm modes

●

Good Night automation

●

Motion detector with integration of observation cameras

●

Support for PTZ cameras with Pelco protocol

●

Mediacenter

●

Audio player

●

Electricity-Meter

●

Wipe-protection-mode for touch panels

●

cron-like schedules with different schedule-modes (default, absent, @home)
and public holidays

●

Presence/Absence-Automation

●

Holiday-automation and database-driven real presence-simulation

●

Statistics (line diagrams, consumption statistics, pie diagrams)

●

Widgets (Motion-JPEG-Video, Images, HTML-Pages, Busmonitor,
Time/Date)

●

Datapoint caching

●

Authorization and Authentification (own role concept)

●

Supports connection of client instances through a secured tunnel without
additional software (e.g. VPN)

System Requirements:
●

Windows XP® operating system, Service Pack 3

●

Windows Vista® operating system, Service Pack 2

●

Windows 7® operating system

●

Windows 10® operating system

●

Linux (e.g. Ubuntu)

●

Mac OS X® 10.7 or greater

Minimum Hardware
●

Pentium 500 MHz (depends mostly on the statistics-usage and widgets)

●

512 MB RAM (without usage of widgets)
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●

1 GB free hard drive space

●

Network adapter

Software Requirements
●

Java Runtime Environment 1.7.0 or greater

Additional Requirements
●

IP-Interface to your bus-installation

●

3-ary groupaddresses

●

a floor plan for every floor in jpg- or png-format

●

no extended telegrams

Recommended Environment for a normal standalone Solution
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●

VIA C7® Processor 1,5 GHz

●

1 GB RAM

●

120 GB Hard Disk

●

Linux (tested on different versions of Ubuntu and Lubuntu)

Installation

Installation
Installation and configuration needs the following steps to complete:
1. Install the software
2. Personalize your installation
3. Configure the floors and rooms
4. Create the main- and middlegroups and enter the groupaddresses (or import it from a
csv-file)
5. Configure the groupaddresses (name, function, datapointtype, room, ...)
6. Define the heatings
7. Put the icons to the right place on your floor image
Done!

Before you start
Do not install ConfluentiaBus in fullinstall mode if a ConfluentiaBus instance is already
running in your network, because the configuration-tool will find the existent master
installation and tries to configure it. Only one master instance is allowed in a network!
Enable your network configuration / firewall to allow multi- and unicast-datagrams (s.
appendix for reserved ports and ip-addresses.) .
Java will be installed automatically if it is not present on the system. Make sure you are
connected to the internet to download the java run time environment package. The IP
addresses of the EIB/KNX® interface will be found automatically (when multicast is
enabled). If you have multiple ethernet interfaces or multiple EIB/KNX ® interfaces you have
to configure these addresses manually (see chapter FAQ).

Linux
Please extract the tarball-archive in your home-directory. You need an active internet
connection to download the required packages! Open a terminal, switch to the newly
created directory and run the corresponding shell-script (please do not start with “sudo”):
●

InstallMaster: Installs ConfluentiaBus (the main application), ConfluentiaBuilder,
PostgreSQL-DBMS and common libraries. Used for the master installation.

●

InstallClient: Installs only ConfluentiaBus (the main application) and some common
libraries. Used for an additional slave-instance of the visualization.

●

InstallBuilder: Installs only the configuration tool for access from another computer.

After the installation you have a new entry “ConfluentiaBus” in your applications menu. If
you are using “Unity”, please go to the dash board, enter “ConfluentiaBus” to find the
application and drag it to the launcher.
The 1-wire-function is started automatically. For Linux there are only drivers for COM-Ports
available (not for USB). These drivers will be installed by the installation script.

Installation

Windows®
Copy the downloaded archive to the desired directory. Launch the installer in
administration mode and follow the dialogs.
There are different installation types:
1. Full Installation: This will install all desired applications for the master installation
(this should be the first step of most installations). ConfluentiaBus (the main
application), ConfluentiaBuilder (the configuration tool) and the database is
installed.
2. Additional Slave Installation: If you have already set up a master installation you
can install additional visualizations that connects to the master instance. This
part will install ConfluentiaBus in client mode and ConfluentiaBuilder that
connects to the master database.
3. Standalone Configtool Installation: This will only install ConfluentiaBuilder to
connect to the master database.
4. Custom: Only for advanced users.
After the installation you will find a new folder „ConfluentiaBus“ in your program list. The
PostgreSQL-DBMS will be installed as service „ConfluentiaDB“.
If your setup procedure was interrupted by a missing java installation you have to run
ConfluentiaBuilder first to complete your configuration.
The 1-wire-function is started automatically. Before using ConfluentiaBus with 1-wiredevices, you have to install the 1-wire-drivers first. The drivers can be downloaded from
http://www.maximintegrated.com/en/products/ibutton/software/tmex/download_drivers.cfm

Mac OS X®
Drag the zip-file to your home-directory – the archive will be extracted automatically. Open
the newly created folder and run the corresponding shell-script by double-clicking on it.
●

InstallMaster: Installs ConfluentiaBus (the main application), ConfluentiaBuilder,
PostgreSQL-DBMS and common libraries. Used for the master installation.

●

InstallClient: Installs only ConfluentiaBus (the main application) and some common
libraries. Used for an additional slave-instance of the visualization.

●

InstallBuilder: Installs only the configuration tool for access from another computer.

After the installtion you will find the ConfluentiaBus-icons on the launchpad (second page)
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Quick Configuration Guide
The configuration tool ConfluentiaBuilder will be started automatically to finish your
installation. Please enter your name and address in the corresponding dialog. Afterwards
you have to provide a new security passphrase. This is the initial configuration password.
The passphrase can be changed anytime by executing ConfluentiaBuilder locally.
Later on you can start ConfluentiaBuilder from any computer which can connect to the
master-database via TCP/IP, just install ConfluentiaBuilder as standalone option.

Inserting Floors
1. Click on the „Building“ tab
2. Click on the „Building“-Item in the tree
3. Rightclick, select „Insert“
4. Enter floor name and click ok
5. Repeat the steps 2-4 for every floor you want to insert

Quick Configuration Guide

If you want to use the example in the examples-directory you have to insert „Basement“,
„Ground Floor“ and „First Floor“.

Configuring the Floors
1. Rightclick to the floor which you want to configure
2. Click „set Image“
3. select the desired background-image for the floor and click ok
In the examples-directory you will find three floorplans for each floor.
All visible floors will be displayed in the tabs of the visualization in the above tree order, i.e.
“Central”, “Basement”, “Ground Floor”, “First Floor”. If you want to change it, you can move
the floors with drag & drop.
To change the visibility of a floor click on Visibility in the popup menu.
You can select visible (visible everywhere), invisible (never visible) or only visible on
selected clients (s. chapter Authorization and Authentification).
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Inserting Rooms

1. Rightclick to the floor where you want to insert rooms
2. Click on „Insert“

Quick Configuration Guide

3. Enter the room name and click ok

Importing the Groupaddresses
The following import-format is required: One groupaddress per line:
<description><separator><groupaddress>. Separator can be semicolon or tab. Invalid
lines and invalid groupaddresses will be ignored.
When importing your groupaddresses the control type will automatically be detected based
on the description of the groupaddress. Also the room will be set if the import tool finds a
room name in the description, e.g. a description “Light Living Room” will be identified as
“Switched Light” in a room named “Living Room”, if a room with this name exists. If no type
was detected, the control type “Command” will be set.
You will find an example file „import_groupaddresses.csv“ and
“import_groupaddresses_free_version.csv” (without heating groupaddressess) in the
example-directory.
1. Click on the tab „Groupaddresses“
2. Rightclick on Maingroups, select „Import“
3. Select the codepage (ISO-8859-1 is default)
4. Click the button „Import“ and select the file to be imported
5. Import will start
6. A message dialog appears with the numbers of imported groupaddresses
7. Click ok
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Detailed Groupaddress Configuration
During the import procedure all groupaddresses were assigned to the first room of the
floor. The default function type is “Switchted Lights”, the default datapoint type is 1.001.
The adjustment is rather easy:
First, edit the maingroups and middlegroups to give them comprehensible names
(doubleclick).

Now you have to set the function type and the datapoint type of the groupaddresses.

Quick Configuration Guide

Rightclick on the main-, middlegroup or groupaddress and select “Set Function”.

Select the suiting function type (the default datapoint type will be selected automatically).
Change the datapoint type if the default does not match (only allowed datapoint types will
be shown)
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Click ok – all selected groupaddresses will be updated.
If you want to configure different groupaddresses which were not in the same group, just
select multiple groupaddresses by pressing the ctrl-key. Also you can change multiple
maingroups or middlegroups at one time.
Additionally you can assign a room to different groupaddresses without opening the
groupaddress dialog.

Further details can be adjusted by opening the groupaddress settings wit a doubleclick

Quick Configuration Guide

The function types and datapoint types can be individually selected.
Tip: If you have a status- and a switch-object for one function you can put the statusgroupaddress in the groupaddress-field and the switch-groupaddress to the writegroupaddress-field. Be sure to configure your device to send status-telegrams on demand.
Invalidate means, that this datapoint is read at start-up (recommended for lights, dimmers,
socket-outlets, room temperatures, windows, blinds). Invalidation from client is made
through a datapoint cache situated on the master instance. In this case there will be no
read-requests triggered on the EIB/KNX ® bus.
If you select „Simulate“ this datapoint will be used in the holiday-simulation (recommended
for lights and dimmers).
The power value is used to calculate the consumption values in different pie- or electrical
consumption statistics. The unit is Watt.
When your function type is “Current”, the field “cos φ” will appear instead of “Power” and
will be used as a power factor for the statistics. If you are not familiar with power factors,
use 1 as factor.
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Heating Configuration
Heating is configured in heating groups. A heating-group is represented as one icon in the
room of your floorplan:
Heating, current value

Room Temperature

Radiator Symbol: Heating =
0% => Icon Image Off

If a heating mode, a set temperature and a set temperature delta is configured for this
heating group the following dialog will be opened by clicking on the radiator icon:

Heating Mode

Maximum
Difference Set
Temperature
(± 3°C)

Set Temperature
(this value comes
from the heating
status plus a
manually set
temperature delta /
if you move the
slider)

If you change the heating mode, the set temperature will be automatically changed (this
value comes from your heating control device which sends a telegram on the set
temperature's object when changing the heating mode)
In most circumstances you have one heating group per room. In this case you can easily
configure the heating groups by switching to the Heating tab and click “Fill Heatinggroups”.
Make sure all heating items are configured and assigned to a room.

Quick Configuration Guide

In special cases you can have multiple heating groups in a room, e.g. an additional towel
rail in the bathroom.
We recommend to first run “Fill Heatinggroups” and change the special heatings later.
In the example all but one heatinggroup has one heating group per room. The bathroom
needs an additional heatinggroup for the towel rail which should be configured manually
(deselect the towel rail in the heatinggroup bathroom, enter a new heatinggroup for the
towel rail and select the towel rail in the newly created heatinggroup).
The following items will be used in a heating group:
●

the heating itself, i.e. The value of the control valve in PWM- (0%-100%) or PI-mode
(on/off)

●

the room temperature

●

the set temperature

●

the set temperature delta (offset to the set temperature in the specific heating state)

●

the heating state

●

the heating lock (sets a defined heating state – normally frost)

Requirements:
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●

You must have one heating per heating group

●

You can have multiple heating groups per room

●

There is a maximum of one room temperature, one set temperature, one set
temperature delta, one heating lock object and one heating mode per heating group

Manual Configuration:
1. Please select the heating tab.
2. Doubleclick the empty textfield in „Heatinggroup“ and enter the name of the heating
group, hit enter
3. Select the corresponding groupaddresses on the right side
4. Repeat steps 2-3 for each heating group
Heating Mode and Summer Lock
There are tow different heating modes: One for the controller itself and one for the whole
building. There may be only one building heating mode in the installation!
You may want to control the heating mode of your building by pressing a button, by
executing a cron job or by presence/absence. Furthermore you want to stop any heating in
summer. Heating Mode and Summer Lock is the solution:
1. Create a groupaddress, put all heating mode objects in it and name it “Heating
Mode Building” or similar (this has to be done in your EIB/KNX ® installation).
2. Go to tab Groupaddresses and enter a new groupaddress “Heating Mode
Building” and assign the above groupaddress to it. Select control type “Building
Heating Mode”, room “Central” and the corresponding datapoint type (e.g. 20.102).
3. Create a groupaddress , put all heating lock objects in it and name it “Summer
Lock” or similar (this has to be done in your EIB/KNX ® installation).
4. Go to tab Groupaddresses and enter a new groupaddress “Summer Lock” and
assign the above groupaddress to it. Select control type “Heating Lock”, room
“Central” and the corresponding datapoint type (e.g. 1.001)
After that you will get a new symbol on the central tab to control the heating. Click on it to
switch through the heating modes. Configuring cron jobs on this groupaddress is done via
the normal setup (s. section Scheduling Events with Cron). If you want to switch to a
heating mode on presence / absence you have to configure an automation (s. section
Automation)
On the lower left side of your central tab you find the symbol for summer/winter. If you
have configured the Summer Lock, pressing the summer/winter button will lock/unlock
your heating.
Heating Mode is required to have a functional Summer Lock.

Setting up ConfluentiaBus
Now you are ready to have a first look at your ConfluentiaBus-Visualization. Start

Quick Configuration Guide

“ConfluentiaBus Setup”. The goal of this procedure is to place all icons to the right
position.
You will see the first page of the visualization, the central-tab. All system icons are ready to
be moved from the upper left corner to their desired place. Move with the mouse cursor to
the icon, press the mouse button and move the icon. Release the mouse button to store
the icon's position.

For the first step it is sufficient to place the icons on the tab. If you are more familiar with
ConfluentiaBus you can start using widgets like a Busmonitor or a weather forecast to
place them on the the central-tab.
Switch to the other floor. All configured groupaddresses and their corresponding icons are
shown on its initial position in the upper left corner of the tab. Click on the desired tab
(floor) and move the icons to the right place. If you are finished, go to the central-tab and
close the application with the power-button (in this mode you have to press the ctrl-key
additionally to quit the application).
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Example groupbox of a configured central page control with Building Heating Mode,
Absence/Presence, Security, Audio Player, Good Night, Darkness, Wetness, Electricity
Meter, Outdoor Temperature:

Setting up an additional client
Install the client on your computer (Linux/Mac OS X: Start installClient, Windows: Select
the client-installation in the setup-tool).
Start ConfluentiaBus by (double)clicking on the icon. If your client-installation is in the
same network as your master instance, the client will find all parameters automatically and
put your icons and widgets to the corresponding position dependent on your screen-

Quick Configuration Guide

resolution.
If you are in the same network and multicasting is not supported, you have to provide your
installation with the right parameters. Use the ip-address of your master instance for the
sql-server and the knx-interface.
If you are not in the same network you should try the tunnel-connection-mode (s. chapter
tunneling).
On first startup the client registers itself at the server and a message appears, that the
client is not authorized to connect to the server. Please authorize the application on the tab
“Clients” for usage and restart the client (s. chapter Authorization and Authentification).
You can connect as much clients as you like as long as your license allows it.
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General Configuration
On the first tab of ConfluentiaBuilder you can configure general settings.
Backup Database at (0h-23h): Define at which hour the database backup on the server
should start.
Backup-Directory: This is the serverside backup-directory. When backing up from
ConfluentiaBuilder you can choose a different directory. Select the verify option if you want
to check the consistency of the backup files. The verify procedure reads the backup files,
decompresses and decrypts it and checks the SQL-syntax.
With version 1.3 ConfluentiaBus has introduced an incremental backup. While having a full
backup of the data, the log will be backuped incrementally. To reset the incremental marker
push the button “Reset Incremental Backup”.
Delete log after (months): Every log entry older than x months will be deleted from the
database. 0 months disables the automatic deletion.
Wipe Protection Time (s): Sets the time where the (touch-) screen won't react on mouseand keyboard events (for cleaning the touchscreen)
Switch to Central Tab: Type in the number of seconds after ConfluentiaBus will switch
automatically to the central tab. Disable this function by setting this value to 0.
Passwords: There are four different kind of passwords:
•

Configuration: For the Configuration Tool

•

Shutdown: To shutdown the server (only when password option is active)

•

Alarm: To disarm the alarm device

•

Tunnel: To connect a client via tunnel connection

Security-Dialog on Shutdown: Asks for security password when exiting the application.
Voltage: This value will be used for consumption statistics.
SMTP-Server, User and Password are the settings for your email-account where the
emails will be sent to. Security can be set either to TLS or SSL.
With the Background Style you can choose between a Gradient Color or Brushed Metal
Background. Configure the colors and other settings by pressing the configure button. This
option enables you to completely change the appearance of ConfluentiaBus with a few
mouseclicks. The background-style is used as background on the floor tabs and for the
background of all widgets (see chapter Widgets for examples).

General Configuration

To Configure the background select the style and click on the configure button. The
Gradient Color configuration only needs the begin and the end color of the background
(from which color to which color the gradient will be painted). The configuration dialog
shows an example painting for the background panels.
The configuration of the brushed metal background has some more options. Please use
the sliders and the color selection to customize your background.
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The Icon Text Color is the text color which is used to print information on the icons, e.g. the
degrees on the heating icon or the percentage on a gauge item.
The Panel Text Color is used for the text color on the tabs and the headers on special
panels.
The System-Icons can be changed by doubleclicking on it, Choose an alternative icon on
demand. Pressing the reset-button will reset the icons to the standard settings.
Icons and symbols can be fade to grey. This can be useful if have a dark background and
want to use suitable icons immediately.
IP-Interface: Set your IP address of your IP-Interface or click on Search to find the address
automatically. If you leave this field empty, ConfluentiaBus will find the IP address
automatically on startup.
You can reset your database to factory default by pressing the Button Reset all to Factory
Defaults. You will be prompted twice to approve the procedure.
Log data will be backuped incrementally. When you reset the incremental backup, the
whole log data will be backuped once the next time. Afterwards the backup works
incrementally again.

General Configuration

Anyway you can backup and restore your database manually by pressing the Button
Backup or Restore respectively. Keep in mind that, for consistency reasons, restoring the
database is only possible when ConfluentiaBus is not running.
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System-Functions

This page is for setting the system icons and their visibility. Please set the visibility to “All
Users” when all clients should see the symbols. When choosing “Selection” a dialog box
opens to configure specific clients.

Android clients do not use system icons.

Failure
Opens a dialog window where all failures (control type “Failure”) are shown since
application start. The failure messages can be deleted in this window.

System-Functions

Minimize
ConfluentiaBus is running in fullscreen mode. By enabling this symbol, the application can
be minimized. Otherwise the symbol will not be shown and the application runs in kiosk
mode.

Power on/off
Closes the application.

Process
Not used anymore.

Info
Opens an information window.

Summer/Winter
Switches from summer- to winter-mode and vice versa.

Holiday
Starts the holiday simulation.

@Home
Switches the scheduler mode to “at home”.

Wipe Protect
For cleaning the touchscreen.
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Configuration Types
Any groupaddress has to be bound to a function. The following functions can be selected.
Most of them are self explanatory:
Icon

Function

Switched Light, used to control a normal light

Dimmer, the percentage of the dimmer value will be shown at the bottom of
the icon

Heating, additionally shows the heating value and the room temperature

Socket-Outlet

Smoke-Detector, combine it with smoke-detector-failure if available

Ventilation, to control standby mode of your ventilation

Window, indicates an open window

Building Heating Mode, for frost, night, standby and comfort heating mode of
your building

Configuration Types

Icon

Function
Presence / Absence, see chapter “Presence / Absence”

Alarm Device, use a dummy/unused groupaddress to enable alarm functions

Frontdoor, like the Window-function, but has the ability to open a door by
clicking on the icon (sends “on” to the corresponding groupaddress after
confirmation)
Audio Player, plays a .wav-file on the computer that runs ConfluentiaBus.
Additionally turns on the desired loudspeakers (by writing “on” or “off” to the
corresponding groupaddress)
Garage Door, the same like Frontdoor with other icons and without
confirmation dialog

Good-Night, see chapter “Setting up Good Night”

Darkness, for a light indicator

Watering, turns watering “on” or “off”

Water, turns water “on” or “off”
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Icon

Function

Wetness, shows a value “on” or “off”

Electricity Meter, see chapter “Setting up an electricity meter”

Blind, works like the Dimmer function

Indicator, displays a value at the bottom line of the icon (use this function to
make your own icons)

Outdoor Temperature, is an inherited Indicator function with a celsius sign on
it

Gauge, for measuring values from 0% to 100%

Double-Switch for a stateless and direct switch with one click

Double-Switch for Blinds to send a stateless and direct switch with one click

The following functions does not have an icon:
•

Room Temperature: See chapter “Heating Configuration”

•

Failure: All failures from your devices can be collected by assigning failure objects
to this function. The failures can be shown by clicking on the failure icon on the
central-tab. So there is one central failure icon for all failures. The color of the icon

Configuration Types

shows the failure-status: No failures (green), uncritical failures (yellow) and critical
failures (red).
•

Command: This is a “no operation function”. Select this function if ConfluentiaBus
should not make anything with it. ConfluentiaBus only writes the event to the log.

•

Automation. See chapter Automation

•

Heating Lock: See chapter “Heating Mode and Summer Lock”

•

Current Value: Like Command function with one difference: These values were
automatically processed for the electrical consumption statistics.

•

Set Temperature: See chapter “Heating Configuration”

•

Heating Mode: See chapter “Heating Configuration”

•

Set Temperature Delta: See chapter “Heating Configuration”

•

Electricity Counter: See chapter “Setting up an electricity meter”

For a more detailed description see appendix “Overview of the Classes”.

User defined Function
If you want to use other icons or if you want to change the functionality slightly (e.g. do not
allow clicking on it), you can inherit a predefined function, name it and change icons or the
“allow-click”-property:
1. Select the tab Types and go down to the last table entry
2. Doubleclick the first column and enter a name for your new type
3. Select the class in the next column
4. Doubleclick on the specific icon. Select the desired image file for the icon and
confirm with ok.
5. You can disallow actions on the icon if you unmark the cell „Allow Click“.
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Forwarding of Groupaddresses
With ConfuentiaBus you can forward telegrams to other groupaddresses on the bus when
a group write to a specific groupaddress is detected.

Select the Groupaddress Tab and right click on a groupaddress. Choose Forward
Groupaddress.
A groupaddress selection dialog will open. Select the groupaddress to which the telegram
should be forwarded.
After you have chosen the groupaddress, the selected groupaddress will be shown on the
right. There is no limit to the number of forwarded and forwarding groupaddresses.
In this example telegrams on the groupaddress darkness will be forwarded to the
groupaddress alarm-device (turning the alarm-device on when it gets dark).
The forwarding can be deleted by selecting the groupaddress on the right side and
pressing the delete button.

Forwarding of Groupaddresses
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Sequences
Sequences were used in automations, alert-actions (see also chapter “setting up an alarm
device”) or cron jobs. A sequence consists of one or more “items”. These items fire a
predefined action, e.g. sending “on” to a groupaddress, launching an external program etc.
The following item-types exists:
Type

Description

Parameters

Groupaddress

Sends a value to a
groupaddress

Groupaddress and value

Email

Sends an email to the email
address with a subject and
body.

Email-address, subject and body

Sound

Sends “on” or “off” to a
corresponding groupaddress
and plays a .wav file

Audio-groupaddress, start, stop
or loop

Firealarm-Email

Sends an email „fire alarm in
room/s ...“

Email-address and subject

Security-Email

Sends an email „security
break: ...“

Email-address and subject

Wakeup Screensaver Wakes up or resumes the
screensaver at MAC

MAC-Address

Delay

Waits before executing the next Number of seconds to wait
item

External Program

Launches an external program
(make sure you have the
execution rights)

Full path to the program with all
parameters

Internal Automation

Like a normal automation,
without the need of entering a
new groupaddress

Datapointtype and value

Sequence

Executes a series of items

The sequence

Popup

Opens a popup and waits a
predefined time

Text for popup and timeout in
seconds (0 = wait unitl closed)

Time

Sends the time to the bus

No parameters

Date

Sends the date to the bus

No parameters

Date&Time

Sends the date and time to the
bus

No parameters

Speech Recognition

Starts speech recognition (only
for Android devices)

No Parameters

Sequences

Type

Description

Parameters

Http Command

Opens a http connection and
waits for an answer

The URL and a timeout in
seconds (0 = do not wait for an
answer)
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Switch to the Sequence tab and enter the name of your new sequence. Right click on the
newly created sequence to open a popup menu.

Select the desired items to add to the sequence. A wizard will guide you through the
specific dialogs.

Setting up an alarm device

Setting up an alarm device
Observation and Security
First of all you have to set up the objects which should be observed. This will be defined
on the security tab:
There are three self explaining security-modes: Default, Absence and Good Night.
Select one of the above modes and doubleclick the cell Groupaddress. A selection dialog
will appear where you can select the groupaddress (only groupaddresses with datapoint
type 1.xxx are shown)

When a security break is detected you can define a delay after the alarm device switches
from warning-mode to alarm-mode. This is useful for disarming the alarm device after
entering the frontdoor, e.g. you can play a .wav file that reminds you to switch off the
alarm-device.
Secure-Status means the boolean value for the object in secure state, e.g. if the input
value of a closed window is on or off.
Select Check on init when this groupaddress should be checked before switching to
absence or good night.
Repeat the steps for each security mode.
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Delay on Absence and Delay on Good Night is the time the alarm device starts after it was
switched to this mode.

Configuring the Alert Actions
Alert-actions were executed, when an alert switches from “on” to “off” or vice versa.
ConfluentiaBus uses the alerts “warning”, “alert” and “firealarm”.
1. Switch to tab Alert
2. Select the security mode to configure
3. Push the corresponding buttons to select the items which you want to „fire“
4. A wizard will guide you through the specific dialogs
5. repeat step 2-4 for all security modes

Setting up an alarm device

Action

Description

Warning On

Fires when a security break is detected and
the object has a delay > 0

Warning Off

Fires when the countdown of the above
delay turns to 0

Alert On

Fires when the warning-interval is finished
or a warning time of 0 was configured

Alert Off

Fires when the alarm device is switched off

Firealarm On

Fires when a smoke detector detects fire

Firealarm Off

Fires when the smoke detector alarm is
switched off
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Scheduling Events with Cron
ConfluentiaBus can schedule events with its own build-in cron-task. There are three
schedule-modes: Default, @Home and Holiday.
The schedule mode @Home can be used to schedule special behavior, when you are at
home, e.g. on a bank holiday.
The schedule mode Holiday generates in addition to the defined schedules a simulation of
the last weeks events on groupaddresses which have the attribute simulate. So you have
a real presence simulation while you are on holiday.
For security reasons the schedule-mode Holiday cleans up the calculated simulation
events by the following rules:
•

delete all events which fire more than one time in a minute

•

delete all events that lead to an up-time of more than the given value of Maximal
Uptime in Holiday Simulation (a value of 0 will ignore this step)

•

The schedule-modes can be switched on and off at the central page of ConfluentiaBus.

Inserting Schedule Events
There are different ways to enter a new schedule event (cron-job):
➢

Go to the Groupaddress tab and right click on a groupaddress to open a popup
menu. Select “Build Cronjob”. This will build a cronjob to fire a timed event on a
groupaddress.

➢

Go to the Sequences tab and right click on a sequence to open a popup menu.
Select “Build Cronjob”. This will build a cronjob to start a sequence at a specific
time.

➢

Go to the Schedule tab, select the desired schedule mode and doubleclick on the
empty description column, select the item type and follow the wizard

Scheduling Events with Cron

After inserting the cron job you can configure it in more details on the schedule tab:
•

mark Onetime if the event should only run once

•

mark Enabled if the event should be active

•

if needed change the cron command by doubleclicking on the Cron cell

All wizards use the following cron dialog to specify the cron-command: By setting up the
fields in the different tabs on this dialog, the cron command will be constructed. You can
directly change this value in the Cron-Field (typical cron syntax)
➢

Hit replace or add (insert the new cron command with an or-operator at the end of
the old cron command) and click ok

With the holiday function all schedules on these days will be handled as sundays. To use
this function click on the holiday-button and insert the desired holidays into the table. You
can use wildcards (e.g. '01.01.*) for easier configuration.
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Setting up Observation Cameras
If you have a webcam or a normal camera connected to a video server that can provide
you with an url of .jpg-pictures or a motion jpeg stream you can control this camera
(especially automatic recording) with a motion detector. All you have to do is define a
widget (image panel or mjpeg panel respectively) and assign a motion detector to it.

●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Insert a new image or mjpeg widget (see chapter Widgets). Image widgets can be
used for cameras that only offer a picture format, mjpeg widget for cameras with
streaming MJPEG-format.
Select the Camera tab.
Doubleclick on groupaddress.
Select the motion detector.
Select the widget in the panel's combobox.
Enter the minimal number of frames where ConfluentiaBus records the file. This will
save space on your hard disk if your motion detector is set up too sensitive
Depending on the speed of your videoserver or networkstream you can configure
the framerate of the recorded avi file (please test different values to match your suit)
If you have a PTZ camera which supports the Pelco protocol you can set up the
parameters here. The movement is activated by a click on the image (left, right, up,
down). Zoom in/out can be activated in the middle of the image. The zoomdirection

Setting up Observation Cameras

(near/far) is changed after each click.
The camera can also be controlled by a remote client. Therefore you have to define
the client that sends the commands to the camera.
●
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Repeat step 2-6 for each camera you want to insert.

Setting up an Electricity Meter

Setting up an Electricity Meter
If you have a digital output at your electricity meter or if you get an impulse of the rotating
disc in your electricity meter which is connected to a binary input device you can measure
the electricity in your building. The predefined type „Electricity Meter“ counts the energy
value and the current consumption in Watts.
You need two groupaddresses. One to hold the energy value and one for the binary input
object. You can chose between an internal or external counter. The internal counter stores
the energy value in the database, the external counter uses an input device for counting
the value. In this case you need two binary inputs or a device which has objects for the
counter value and the impulse. The advantage of an external counter is to still count the
pulses when ConfluentiaBus is inactive.
1. Enter a groupaddress with the function “Electricity Meter” to hold the electricity
meter value – also if you have an internal counter
2. Enter the groupaddress of the binary input object which receives the pulse, function
“Electricity Counter”
3. Switch to the Electricity tab – you see the groupaddress for the meter
4. Doubleclick on the Counter-Groupaddress cell and select the groupaddress you
entered in step 2.
5. In the next cell you can enter the (starting) value of the energy value – for the
internal counter only.
6. Revisions per kWh sets the number of revisions/pulses for a kWh.
7. Mark „Internal Counter“ if you do not have an input device for storing the data

Setting up Good Night

Setting up Good Night
Good Night is one of the security modes. The purpose of this security mode is to ensure all
windows and doors are closed and activate the alarm device. Only if all windows and
doors are closed it switches to Good Night.
All you have to do is to insert a groupaddress with this control-type. This groupaddress can
be connected to a sensor output, so you can start this mode by pressing a switch. In the
next chapter the example shows how to combine this mode with an automation.
Only one Good Night groupaddress is useful and allowed.
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Automation
One of the major features of ConfluentiaBus is to enable automation by logical or
arithmetical functions. The automation groupaddress calls a function and starts sending a
value to a configured item (see chapter Sequences) depending on the result of the
function. You can cascade automations with internal automation items. If a second value is
necessary for the function you can chose between an explicit value or a value that will be
read from a groupaddress.
Function

Description

Bypass

Bypasses the boolean value of the automation groupaddress.

Logical OR

Interconnects the boolean value of the automation groupaddress with
a given second value by the logical OR function.

Logical Invert

Inverts the boolean value of the automation groupaddress.

Logical AND

Interconnects the boolean value of the automation groupaddress with
a given second value by the logical AND function.

Logical XOR

Interconnects the boolean value of the automation groupaddress with
a given second value by the logical XOR function.

Greater than

Compares the value of the automation groupaddress with a given
second value. If the automation groupaddress value is greater than
the second value, the true item will be executed.

Greater or Equal
than

Compares the value of the automation groupaddress with a given
second value. If the automation groupaddress value is greater or
equal than the second value, the true item will be executed.

Less than

Compares the value of the automation groupaddress with a given
second value. If the automation groupaddress value is less than the
second value, the true item will be executed.

Less or Equal than Compares the value of the automation groupaddress with a given
second value. If the automation groupaddress value is less or equal
than the second value, the true item will be executed.
Equal

Compares the value of the automation groupaddress with a given
second value. If the automation groupaddress value is equal to the
second value, the true item will be executed.

1. Click on the Automation tab
2. Select the automation groupaddress
3. On the right side you see the automation diagram of the groupaddress
4. Select the desired function in the middle of the diagram
5. If you chose a function which needs a second value, a new label will appear on the
left side of the function-label to select an explicit value or a groupaddress from

Automation

which the value will be read. The label will turn red if it does not suit to the
automation datapointtype of the automation.
6. Select the desired sequences for true and false
Example: Create a Good Night automation to enter the night/day operation. If switching to
Good Night fails, indicate it by blinking some lights.

Good Night

No
Succeded ?

Blink Lights

Yes

No
Night ?

Day Operation

Yes

Night Operation

The automation consists of two parts:
1. Check if switching to Good Night was successful
2. Activate Day or Night Operation
So there are several steps necessary:
1. Insert a Good-Night groupaddress
2. Insert a sequence “Blink Lights”
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3. Configure the automation (part 1 of the automation, test whether switching to Good
Night was successful)
4. Configure the internal automation (part 2 of the automation, decide whether Day or
Night Operation should be started)
Step 1: Inserting a Good-Night groupaddress:
Go to Groupaddress tab and enter a Good Night groupaddress with type Good Night,
room Central and datapoint type 1.001, rest default.

Step 2:: Inserting a sequence “Blink Lights”
1. Go to tab Sequences
2. Add a sequence “Blink Lights”
3. Right click on the newly created sequence and select “Add Groupaddress”
4. Select a groupaddress of a light to switch to on
5. Right click again on the sequence and select “Add Delay”, value 2 (this means, wait
2 seconds before executing the next item)
6. Right click again on the sequence and select “Add Groupaddress”
7. Select the above groupaddress of the light and set the value to off
8. Right click again on the sequence and select “Add Delay”, value 2
9. Repeat step 3-8 depending on how many times the lights should blink

Automation

Step 3: Configure the automation
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•

Go to tab Automation

•

Select the Good Night Automation

•

Select the function “logical xor” - an additional label will open on the left side

•

On this label select “value from groupaddress” - a groupaddress dialog will open

•

Select the Good Night groupaddress. Now, if you activate Good-Night (send “true”
to the Good-Night groupaddress) it will check all windows and doors which are
configured on the Security tab. If ok, the Good-Night object sets its value to true,
otherwise to false. The logical xor function returns only true if the two values differ
(e.g. setting Good Night to true will return false if the check fails).

•

On the “True” label select “Select Sequence” - a dialog opens where you select
“Blink Lights”

•

On the “False” label select “Select Internal Automation” - a wizard for entering an
internal automation will open

•

Name the internal automation “Day or Night Operation ?”, datapointtype “1.001”,
value “on”

•

the internal automation is automatically added as automation

Automation

Step 4: Configure the internal automation
•

Select the internal automation “Day or Night Operation ?”

•

Select function “logical and” - a new label opens on the left side

•

On this label select “value from groupaddress”

•

Select the groupaddress “Good Night”

•

Select the desired action for the night operation in the “True” label

•

Select the desired action for the day operation in the “False” label

Automation
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Authorizaton and Authentification

Client Connect

Tunnel Connect

Configure

Shutdown

Restart

Edit rights

Shoppinglist

ConfluentiaBus has an own concept for authorization and authentification. There are eight
different roles with specific access-rights:

Administrator

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Local Client

X

Client with
tunnel access

X

X
X

Configurator
Extended
Client

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

No Access
Shopping
Server

X
X

X
X

X

X

X

X

The Identification of a clients is done by the user- and hostname, the authentification by
the specific MAC-address/IMEI and a system-password.
During the installation of the master-instance the server will be inserted automatically as
client with server-role (s.a. „Clients“-Tab in the configurationstool).

Authorizaton and Authentification

The description (as made above in the example) can be changed anytime to give a
comprehensive name. When an entry is inserted the first time, device name and
description are the same. Additionally you should restrict the access by specific MACaddresses/IMEIs: After switching from “All” to “Selection” a dialog will appear, where you
can explicitly grant access to the server.

All know MAC-addresses / IMEIs will be shown.

Add new clients
Granting access to the server is done in two steps:
1. First the client has to register itself at the server. The registration will be fulfilled by
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connecting to the server in the same local network. During this process
identification data will be transferred and stored in the masters database.
Afterwards the client appears with the initial role “No Access” on the “Clients”-tab in
the configuration tool. Therefore every client gets the message “No Access” while
registering the first time.
2. Now you can edit the roles of the client. On restarting, the client will be recognized
with its specific rights.
For every client it is recommended to restrict the access by MAC-addresses/IMEIs.

Widgets

Widgets
In version 1.2 special panels were introduced. Since version 1.4.1.1. special-panels were
called widgets.
A widget is an element that can be freely placed on the tab of your visualization.
There are many types which only needs to be configured. After the configuration start
ConfluentiaBus in setup mode to resize and position the panel.
All widgets can be made transparent with or without visible border.
Go to the building tab, right click on a floor and select Add Widget.
Please follow the type specific wizards to complete your configuration. As a new feature
you can configure transparent widgets with or without borders.

Statistics
There are four different statistic types available:
•

Line Diagram

•

Current Consumption

•

Consumption Pie Diagram

•

Electricity Consumption Line Diagram

Line Diagrams
The Line diagram is the most complex and powerful widget. With this type you can set up
statistics based on time dependent data. The time range, the resolution and the range of
the y-axis are freely configurable. You can have multiple y-axis-units, refreshing
parameters and different renderers like bars, areas or simple lines. The data will be taken
from the database, where all bus events were recorded automatically.
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Optionally add a new floor to the building, e.g. Statistics, to have an own tab for these
widgets.
Right click on the floor and select Add Widget. Select Statistics, statistic type Line
Diagram.
Fill in the desired values into the statistics dialog and click ok.

Widgets

Now you can add lines to the line diagram. Select the panel and click on the edit button.
In the upper section you have the ability to change the previously entered parameters. The
table contains all the lines that should be used for the statistic.
Enter the description of the line by doubleclicking into the description field. Enter the
groupaddress cell to select the groupaddress. In the example above there are three
groupaddresses, two for the temperatures in the room and one for the heating. The
heating has an own axis, so that you have degrees (for the temperatures) as one y-axis
unit and percentage (for the heating) as the other y-axis unit.
Choose automatic color or select a specific color for the line.
The resolution is the unit where the values are calculated by an arithmetical average
algorithm, e.g. if you have chosen Minute as resolution and three values (10,15,20) in this
time period, a value of 15 is taken for the statistic.
With the range-y parameter you can disregard entries that are above or underneath these
values.
Own axis controls the different y-axis units. Everytime an entry with own-axis is found, a
new y-axis will be generated. So it it useful to put lines with the same unit in series.
The renderer attribute is used to paint the different line types:
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•

Default: Connect one point directly with the next point

•

Spline: Like Default but more smoothly

Widgets
•

Bar: Paint solid bars that are not connected with each other.

•

Area: Like Default but paints a colored area under the line

•

Line3D: Like Default with an additional shadow

•

Step: Draws a line parallel to the x-axis. The y value remains until a new event took
place.

•

StepArea: Like Step but paints a colored area under the line

•

Spline Lite: Like Spline with a smoother renderer algorithm

With the variance parameter you can filter incorrect values in your line diagram. An
average value is calculated, weighted by the time interval. Only values with a maximal
deviation of the given parameter to the average value will be recognized.
Open ConfluentiaBus in setup mode, select your tab and resize the newly created statistic.

Current Consumption
A very easy to setup widget. Just select Statistics, Current Consumption and fill in the

Widgets

description and the refresh rate.

Anytime a consumer consumes power, i.e. if a groupaddress with the control-type Current
Value has a groupaddress configured with a power value has an event the table will be
refreshed. The consumption value is calculated by multiplying the current value with the
configured voltage or by using the configured power value (a value from a dimmer will
additionally be multiplied with the percentage). This statistic tracks the last event from a
groupaddress with a timestamp and actively refreshes its value by reading the
communication object (in the example above every ten minutes).

Pie Diagram Consumption
Use this diagram to have a detailed overview of your consumption on groupaddress base.
Add this diagram as widget “Statistic” like the Line Diagram to a specific floor. Chose Pie
Diagram Consumption as statistic type.
Now complete in the following dialog:
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In the above example the pie diagram shows all values in a 6 month period, starting on
January 1st 2012 which have an aggregated value greater than 1000 Wh. The pie diagram
will not be refreshed. With a starting date (reference) you can show a fixed time period in
the past. Remember to disable refreshing of pie diagrams for these time periods, because
the values will not change.
Now edit the pie diagram by selecting the entry and clicking on the edit button:

Start ConfluentiaBus in setup mode, switch to the specific tab and resize / position the pie
diagram. The first time you start calculating the pie diagram, all events of the configured
groupaddresses will be retrieved from actionlog and stored in a cache for performance
reasons. On the next startup, the data is first read from the cache, only values after the
last start will be inserted new.

Widgets

Electricity Line Diagram
If you have installed an electricity meter you can easily track your power consumption of
the whole electrical installation.
Insert a widget “Statistic” like a Line or Pie Diagram. Chose Electricity Line Diagram as
statistic type.
Complete the following dialog:
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In this example the values will be refreshed every minute. The line diagram will have a
time period of the last 24 hours.
Edit the statistic like a normal line diagram. Instead of groupaddresses you have to select
an electricity meter. The values are measured in kWh. Be sure to have a groupaddress
with the electricity meter function configured.

Image
This widget displays an image (gif, jpg,png) on the floor tab. The image can be fixed (file://)
or variable (http://). If the image should not be refreshed use 0 as refresh value.

Widgets

Monitor
This widget is used for a groupaddress monitor like it was shown as static panel on the
central-tab before version 1.2

Since version 1.2 you can now resize the monitor, use multiple busmonitors with different
loglevel etc.

Motion JPEG
If you have a webcam or an other mjpeg videostream that should be placed on your
visualization, this is the widget for it.
All you have to do is to enter the description and the URL of the videostream.
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For performance reasons the stream will only be read if the widget is visible on the floor.

Shared Notices
This widget is used to type in information with the onscreen-keyboard and to share it with
other clients.

Calendar
Not yet configurable.

HTML
Use this widget for simple html-coded URLs.

Widgets

Time
This widget will show the current time, date and weekday. You only have to define the font
in addition to the standard widget settings.

Shopping List
This a very powerful widget for planning and organizing your shopping. Easy to configure
like the other widgets: Right click on a floor of the building tree and select Shopping List.It
is recommended that you use an own floor tab for the Shopping List, that all categories
and items are visible at once.

Open the tab Shopping List. In this tab you will find two more tabs: “Categories and Items”
and “Shops and Types”.
This is an example for German items and categories:
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But first of all you have to define the shops and types, so click on “Shop and Types”.
This is an example for a German shops and types:

Widgets

Please add first the types on the right side. Sub-Type means: You can additionally buy
items of this type in the sub-type, too.
After adding the types you can insert the shops on the left side and assign the specific
types.
Now go back to “Categories and Items”. Enter the units of the shopping items (singular
and plural description) on the right side.
Add a new category and assign the category to a type.
Select a category and add an item, assign the default amount and the unit.
How it works:
After restarting ConfluentiaBus you will see the Shopping List with categories on the left
side, the related items in the middle and your shopping list on the right side.
When selecting a category, the related items will be shown in the middle of the screen.
Drag and drop these items to the shopping list – that's all! Your item is stored with the
default amount you entered before.
Items can be removed by dragging the item and dropping it left from the shopping list.
Furthermore you can edit, delete and insert categories or items. Shopping List items can
be edited to change the amount for instance.
A Shopping List does not make sense if you cannot take the information with you. So there
is an own Android application to connect to your Shopping List on your visualization.
A prerequirement is to enable tunnel-connections (s. chapter Tunneling).
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Download and install the Android application from Google App Store.
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mirgel.android.shoppinglist.
Enable your device for accessing the shopping list (s. chapter Authorization and
Authentification).
Open the application and configure the connection parameters (s. chapter Tunneling).
Now select “Get” to transfer the shopping list to your smartphone. Select “Shop” when to
filter the items dependent on the shop you entered. Click on the items when you put
articles in your shopping cart. When you are ready click on “Submit” - the items will be
deleted and the shopping list will be updated at home.
The next time you enter this shop, the shopping list will be sorted in the order you last put
it into your shopping cart. This is done on a category level.

Mediacenter
The Mediacenter widget is used to play all your music, videos or pictures everywhere in
your house. All you need is a DLNA compatible server (where your mediafiles will be
stored) and a player (called “renderer”) in your room. This Mediacenter widget enables real
multiroom media entertainment. Select your server and your desired media library. In the
middle of the screen all the available content is shown. Drag and drop it to a renderer on
the right side and the media is being played. You can drag single items or whole folders
(e.g. albums). That's all!

Groupbox
The widget Groubox is for grouping widgets or icons on the floor. Create a groupbox, start
ConfluentiaBus in setup mode and move the widgets or icons into the groupbox.

This is an example central-tab with some widgets and background style Gradient Color

Widgets
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The same central-tab with a Brushed Metal background style – just a few clicks away from
the Gradient Color style.

Widgets

The same central-tab with Brushed Metal background style in black and userdefined
system icons.
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Tunneling
If you have no direct connection to the network where the master instance is installed, you
have to either use a virtual private network or a ssh tunnel to access the master with a
client. A virtual private network is a little bit oversized for this purpose. So ssh tunneling
might be the easiest way, but EIB/KNX ® datagrams are transported via UDP protocol and
tunneling only works with TCP.
This is a connection overview when client and master are in one network:

IP
Interfac
e
UDP-Socket

Client

UDP-Socket

UDP-Socket

Master

The following overview shows ConfluentiaBus in version 1.2.2 where you can tunnel
the UDP traffic through a ssh tunnel. The disadvantage is that you have to
additionally tunnel the SQL-server traffic and that you have to start the ssh-tunnel
manually before starting the client instance.
IP
Interfac
e

Network 2

Network 1

UDP-Socket
Tunnel

Bridg
e

Client

UDP-Socket

Bridg
e
TCP-Socket

TCP-Socket UDP-Socket

Master

Tunneling

Since version 1.3 of ConfluentiaBus there is no need to setup a ssh tunnel. All data traffic,
between a client- and server-instance is transmitted via an encrypted TCP connection. You
only have to specify some parameters at startup:
For the master-instance you should set the tunnel-IP to localhost, the port can be
configured to any free port.
Example: -tunnel_ip:localhost:3673
Because the client does not find the master-instance automatically by multicast you have
to set the IP of the tunnel, the (virtual tunneled) interface and the SQL server manually.
Example: -tunnel_ip:confluentiabus.yourserver.com:3673 -destination_ip:localhost:3673
-sql_ip:localhost
What does all these parameters mean?
-tunnel_ip is the ip-address where ConfluentiaBus' master is running. The port-parameter
should be the same as configured on the server-side. Be sure to allow port-forwarding in
your firewall-software.
-destination_ip is the address where your client-installation tries to connect to the
EIB/KNX®-interface. In this case it is a free port on your local machine. All EIB/KNX ®telegrams and unicast-datagrams are transported from this UDP-socket via TCP protocol
to the server-instance.
-sql_ip is the address where ConfluentiaBus starts a local server socket where all SQLconnections of the client are tunneled to the master-instance.
If you start your client, a security-dialog will be opened. Enter the security-code that you
configured in your master installation. All traffic will be encrypted with this key.

IP
Interface

Network 2

Network 1

SQLServer

TCP-Sockets (SQL)

UDP-Socket

TCP-Sockets (SQL)

Crypted TCP
connection
Bridge

Client

UDP-Socket

TCP-Socket

Bridge
TCP-Socket UDP-Socket

Master

Special handling if you have a Windows operating system: Since Windows Vista® it is
not allowed to receive UDP-datagrams from localhost. In this case please add a new IP
address to your ethernet interface and use this ip address instead of localhost. Remember
to switch off DHCP to have the possibility to use more than one ip address per ethernet
interface.
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1-Wire® Devices
Since version 0.8 of the communication engine, Hydra can control 1-Wire® devices over
the EIB/KNX® bus.
First of all you have to install the 1-Wire®-Drivers: You find the specific drivers on
http://www.maximintegrated.com/en/products/ibutton/software/tmex/download_drivers.cfm
. Please note that Linux drivers are only available for 1-Wire ®-COM-Port-Adapter
(DS9097U).
ConfluentiaBus will search for connected 1-Wire® devices on startup and logs
unconfigured 1-wire devices into a file “1wire_unconfigured.txt”. Here you can find the IDs
of your connected devices.
Open the file 1wire.cfg in your preferred texteditor.
Add one line for each object of a 1-Wire® device. An object is the equivalent to the KNX ®
communication object.
Syntax: DeviceID-ObjectID Groupaddress Refresh Threshold Resolution
The threshold value can be a relative (add a percent sign after the value) or an absolute
value (degree for temperatures and percentage for humidity). When using absolute values,
do not add the unit at the end of the value!
Example for a temperature sensor mapped to the groupaddress 1/2/3. The value will be
refreshed every 600 seconds, the temperature resolution is 0.25°, when the value differs
by 0.5° or greater, it will be sent to the bus:
14000003BC7CAC28-0 1/2/3 600 0.5 0.25

The parameters resolution and threshold will be ignored by switch devices.
Currently the following 1-Wire® devices will be supported:

Temperature Sensors
Object 0: Temperature (read)

Humidity Sensors
Object 0: Humidity(read)

Switch Devices
Four objects for each channel:
Object 0: Channel 1: Latchstate (read)
Object 1: Channel 1: Level, if supported (read)
Object 2: Channel 1: Sensed Activity, if supported (read)
Object 3: Channel 1: Latchstate (write)
Object 4: Channel 2: Latchstate (read)

1-Wire® Devices

Object 5: Channel 2: Level, if supported (read)
Object 6: Channel 2: Sensed Activity, if supported (read)
Object 7: Channel 2: Latchstate (write)
… depending on the number of channels
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Android Client
ConfluentiaBus is running on Android ! Now you can connect directly from your
smartphone or tablet to a ConfluentiaBus server instance.

Android Client

Features
•

easy to install

•

different layout for small- and big screen (min. 32 MB RAM required)

•

secure connection via a secured tunnel or directly in your home-net environment

•

voice control

•

database and picture replication for quick starting (e.g. when connected via mobile
net)

•

picture replication can be disabled in tunnel mode

•

minimum Android version: 2.3.3

Installation
1. Install the application from Google Play Store:
https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.mirgel.android.confluentia
2. It is sufficient to have your phone connected to the network where your master
instance resides. The application will find it automatically and replicates the
database and configuration to the client.
3. Your Android device is not authorized to connect to the server by default. Please
read under Add new Clients in chapter Authorization and Authentification how to
allow access for your device..
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4. In “Floorplan mode” all buttons are automatically placed on the floor. These
positions can be changed later persistently. Go to the settings menu, check the
setup checkbox, return and move the buttons on each floor. When you are ready,
uncheck the setup checkbox.

Detailed Configuration
Enter the configuration by clicking on the options menu button or wiping your fingers
upwards at the bottom of the screen.

General

Floorplan mode: Switch from listview mode to floorplan mode
Disable Screensaver: Locks the screensaver activation
Disable Sleepmode: No disconnection on idle time (only works, when connected via WiFi).
Building Name: Describes the name of the root node in the listview
Disarm alarm on local WiFi: Sends the given alarm code to the alarm device, when the
smartphone or tablet connects to your local network.
Detect WiFi automatically: Stores the WiFi name after connecting successfully to a
ConfluentiaBus server. Deselect this option if you are connecting to multiple
ConfluentiaBus installations. Otherwise everytime you enter a network with such an
installation your security code is sent.

Android Client

WiFi name: The name of the WiFi (automatically or manually entered)
After absence of (minutes): After this amount of time the mechanism of disarming the
alarm device is active.
Alarm code: The security code for disarming the alarm device

Tunnel

IP-Address: The address of your server-instance
Port: The Port the server is listening to.
Password: Numeric security-code for connecting and encrypting
Transfer background images: Enables or disables the transfer of background images
(floorplan mode only).
Transfer widget images: Enables or disables the transfer of widget images MJPEG and
Image.
See also chapter Tunnel.
For the first replication of the data (especially icons and background pictures) to your client
it is recommended to connect to your local LAN/WiFi.
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Setup

Switching on the setup-mode enables the other options to select. In setup-mode you can
move the symbols and widgets on the tab-pages. Widgets can be resized by selecting the
panel with one finger and moving the border with the other finger.
If you lock the move direction the symbols and widgets will only be moved horizontally or
vertically (depending on your first movement).
When you select an alignment, you can align your symbols or widgets to one specific
symbol or widget. If you tap on a symbol or widget it will be marked with a red shadow or
border. This is your reference item. If you tap on an other item, it will be aligned to the first
selected item. The first item (the reference) can be deselected by tapping again on it. In
this mode items cannot be moved or resized.
If you like to place the items with the same distance, you can choose between horizontally
and vertically. The selection works like the previous alignment-procedure. Additionally you
have to select a second item – where the reference distance is measured. Alignment and
Same distance can be combined. In this mode movement and resizing are not enabled.
With the option Same size horizontally and vertically you can resize widgets to the same
horizontal or vertical value. The selection works like the alignment-selection.

Android Client

Voice Control

You can control all types of groupaddresses which can be switched and have the
datapointtype 1.xxx.
We differentiate between two speech recognition modes:
1. Onetime speech recognition
2. Continous speech recognition (take care about battery consumption!)
The onetime speech recognition is started by pressing “Voice Control” in the menu bar
(microphone icon). The continous speech recognition can be started by an automation,
sequence or schedule (e.g. starting the recognition after a motion detection).
Keyword: Used by continous speech recognition. After recognizing this keyword a sound is
played and ConfluentiaBus is ready to receive your command.
Match strictly: A command consists of at least the name of the groupaddress and an on- or
off-command. If “Match strictly” is selected, you can switch off e.g. a light in the livingroom
by saying: “Switch off light living room”. Prerequirement is that you have the “OffCommand” configured like above and you have a groupaddress named “Light Living
Room”. If “Match strictly” is deselected you can say “Please switch off the light in the living
room”.
Command On: The phrase for “on”. Multiple phrases allowed, separted by comma.
Command Off: The phrase for “off”. Multiple phrases allowed, separted by comma.
Show Results in Log: Every word that is recognized appears in the monitor-widget. This is
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for testing purposes.

Widgets
Since version 0.6 the android client supports the widgets Busmonitor, Image, MJPEG,
HTML, Time and Groupbox with the same functionality like the original client (s. chapter
Widgets).
This is a sample screenshot with the new widgets on a central screen.

Tips & Tricks

Tips & Tricks
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●

If the socket outlet won't show the right value, because there is a logical assignment
to the switch-object, put the switch-object to the field Write-Groupaddress and put
the status-object to the Groupaddress field. Make sure to set the status-object to
send its value when changing.

●

If you want to execute commands when you switch from one schedule mode to
another, use the cron pattern * * * * * and mark it as onetime.

●

If you have schedules that should run only in different circumstances, e.g.
Christmas lighting, enter all schedules and mark/unmark the Enabled flag when the
schedules should become valid/invalid

●

If you start Confluentia with the parameter -h, you will see additional startup
parameters

●

A more detailed logging will be achieved by setting the loglevel to “Trace”
(parameter -loglevel:TRACE).

●

If you want to have a time dependent automation you can use the type “Command”
for a (virtual) groupaddress which is set by the cron job. The cron job sets the
groupaddress to “on” or “off”. This status can be read and used in your automation.

●

Blind actors, which only have binary outputs, can be connected to a userdefined
control-type, inherited from the double-switch type. You find a suiting symbol in the
example-directory.

●

A central clock can be easyly achieved by adding a new groupaddress with the
datapointtype 10.001 (controltype “command”) and connecting it with the scheduler.
Add the newly entered groupaddress with type “time” to the scheduler. The
groupaddress should be fired every minute (pattern “* * * * *”). If you want to have a
groupaddress that sends the date when it changed use the datapointtype 11.001 for
the groupaddress, select “date” in the scheduler dialog and use the pattern “0 0 * *
*”. This will update the date every day on 0:00 AM.

Frequently Asked Questions

Frequently Asked Questions
●

Why do I have to personalize my installation ? The data will be used for registration
purposes, because the registry code is personalized, too.

●

How can I add start parameters ?
Linux (Unity): Open the specific "desktop"-file in the folder /usr/share/applications
and add the parameter to the end of "Exec" line.
Linux (Other): Right-Click on the menu icon and change the properties accordingly.
Windows: Click with the right mouse on the icon and open the properties dialog.
Add the parameter at the end of the "Target" line.
Mac OS X: Open the "Applications"-Folder. Click with the right mouse button on the
icon and choose "Show Package Contents". Open the file "Info.plist" in the
"Contents" folder". Add the following two lines above the keyword
"WorkingDirectory": Line 1: <key>Arguments</key>, Line 2:<string>parameter</string>.
What is the difference between master- and client-mode ?

●

Only the master mode controls the schedules, the alarm device, presence/absence,
good night and all automations. All other functions work in client mode like the
master instance.
●

How can I configure multiple ethernet interfaces or multiple EIB/KNX ® interfaces?
You can manually configure the IP addresses with the following parameters:
-local_ip:x.x.x.x:port
-destination_ip:y.y.y.y:port
where x.x.x.x is the local IP address of your PC and y.y.y.y is the IP address of your
EIB/KNX® interface.
Example:
-local_ip:192.168.178.20:3671
-destination_ip:192.168.178.100:3671
These parameter can be added in the properties dialog of the shortcuts (Windows)
or the shell-script files in the installation directory (Linux).

●

The heating control does not show the right heating state or I can't set the heating
state via the heating control: Make sure your heating state object is a read/write object
and the corresponding flags are set. If you have two heating state objects, one for read
and one for write, you have to set up the heating state groupaddress by configuring
the groupaddress-field with the read-object and the write-groupaddress field with the
write-object-groupaddress.

●

I received an error “ERROR could not initialize room ***** : duplicate datapoint */*/*”:
Please adjust your heatinggroups. Probably you have more than one groupaddress
with type heating in a heatinggroup.

●

The setup procedure completes successfully, but ConfluentiaBuilder will not open
automatically afterwards: In rare circumstances the installation of the PostgreSQLdatabase, especially the Visual-C-Library, fails. After the installation procedure you
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should have some PostgreSQL processes running. These processes are missing if
you hit this issue. Workaround: Repeat the installation routine.
●

How can I change my registration name? Backup your database. Install
ConfluentiaBus as usual and insert your new registration name. Restore the database.
The database versions of the backup file must correspond to the database version of
the newly installed ConfluentiaBus. If you already have a registration key, you must
update your key.

●

What is “Found unconfigured 1-wire device DS1982 on DS9097U” - I have no 1-wire
device DS1982? The DS1982 is an 1-wire device that is normally integrated in the
serial interface to identify different lines. This warning can be ignored.

●

How can I reset the positions of the datapoints and widgets ? Open ConfluentiaBuilder,
switch to tab Groupaddresses, right-click on the building item and select “Reset
positioning”.

●

How can I initialize the cache for pie diagrams ? Normally it is not necessary to
recalculate the cache for a pie diagram. Anyway you can delete the cache by using the
button “Initialize cache” after selecting the pie diagram in the building tree.

●

How can I make the cursor invisible? Add the parameter -hideCursor to the command
line.

●

Linux: I got an “access denied” message after restarting the ConfluentiaBuilder. You
probably installed ConfluentiaBus with “sudo”. To configure the rights to the desired
user start ConfluentiaBuilder in the opt/ConfluentiaBus folder with “sudo java -jar
ConfluentiaBuilder.jar”. Go to the Clients-tab and set the server right to the desired
user.
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“Undocumented” Features
Semaphore-Files
There are different semaphore-files that can be placed in the program directory of
ConfluentiaBus to start specific actions. Please notice that these files are starting with a
dot:
•

.shutdown: Shuts down ConfluentiaBus. The semaphore-file will be deleted
automatically

•

.restart: The same as .shutdown, with the only difference that the file will not be
deleted. If you execute ConfluentiaBus in a batch file you can check if the file exists
and restart ConfluentiaBus respectively.

•

.core: Writes a core file. A core file looks like this:
Core Dump starts at 30.12.2011 12:04:29
=======================================
CPU:
====
Processors: 1
MEMORY:
=======
Total memory: 146116608
Free memory: 51357904
Allocated memory: 94758704
THREADS:
========
Threadgroup: system
Thread: Reference Handler (WAITING)
Thread: Finalizer (WAITING)
Thread: Signal Dispatcher (RUNNABLE)
Thread: Java2D Disposer (WAITING)
Thread: TimerQueue (TIMED_WAITING)
Threadgroup: ConfluentiaBus (main)
Thread: AWT-XAWT (RUNNABLE)
Thread: AWT-Shutdown (WAITING)
Thread: ClockTimer (RUNNABLE)
Thread: DestroyJavaVM (RUNNABLE)
Thread: TimeoutConnection (TIMED_WAITING)
Thread: TunnelRequest2Interface (WAITING)
Thread: Receiver (RUNNABLE)
Thread: Heartbeat (TIMED_WAITING)
Thread: Thread-22 (RUNNABLE)
Thread: Thread-23 (RUNNABLE)
Thread: (TIMED_WAITING)
Thread: Scheduler @Home (TIMED_WAITING)
Thread: PulseAudio Eventloop Thread (RUNNABLE)
PROCESSES:
==========
TimeoutConnection running since 28.12.2011 19:20:50
MulticastReceiver running since 28.12.2011 19:20:55
Scheduler running since 28.12.2011 19:23:21
CLIENTS:
========
Client : ConfluentiaBus (local)
Clean
Interface:
========
Waiting on Tunnel Ack
Count: 0
Sequences: []:[]
Core Dump ends at 30.12.2011 12:04:29
=====================================
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Additional Arguments and Parameters
Normally you do not need to specify additional parameters to start the application,
because in regular environments all parameters will be set automatically. For testing and
debugging purposes it might be helpful to change some parameters at startup.

ConfluentiaBus
-setup Starts the application in setup-mode. This mode enables you to move icons and
widgets on the floor image
-logfile:<filename> Specify a logfile that is stored in the root directory of ConfluentuaBus.
Default is “Confluentia.log”.
-loglevel:[OFF|ERROR|WARN|INFO|DEBUG|TRACE|ALL] Defines the detail level of the
logfile. Default is WARN = only warnings and errors will be reported.
-sql_ip:<ipaddress> Sets the IP address of the SQL-Server. Normally this is the IP
address of your master installation.
-local_ip:<ipaddress:port> This is the IP address from where you connect to the
interface. If you have more than one ethernet interface or IP address it might be useful to
select a specific one.
-destination_ip:<ipaddress:port> Sets the IP address of your IP interface / gateway to
the EIB/KNX® installation.
-tunnel_ip:<ipaddress:port> Sets the IP address and port of the tunnel
-errorfile This switch creates an additional file where only the errors are reported.
-master starts the application in master mode.
-skipInvalidate Skips invalidating the groupadresses at startup.
-noKNX starts without connecting to the bus.
-rootLogger Enables the root console logger for debug purposes.
-showCursor Makes the cursor visible (default)
-hideCursor Makes the cursor invisible
-device_address:<device-address> Sets an individual device-address (default is 0.0.0)

ConfluentiaBuilder
-sql_ip:<ipaddress> Sets the IP address of the SQL-Server. Normally this is the IP
address of your master installation.

Hydra
-localIP:<ipaddr>:<port> This is the IP address from where you connect to the interface.
If you have more than one ethernet interface or IP address it might be useful to select a
specific one.
-interfaceIP:<ipaddr>:<port> Sets the IP address of your IP interface / gateway to the
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EIB/KNX® installation.
-NAT use network address translation to connect to interface.
-deviceAddress:<device-address> Sets an individual device-address (default is 0.0.0)

Reserved Ports and IP addresses
The following ports and IP addresses will be used by ConfluentiaBus in a default
configuration:
Port

Protocol

Description

5432

TCP

SQL-Server

3671

UDP

KNX®/EIB

4211

UDP

Multicast receive port on master
instance

4212

UDP

Multicast send port on master
instance

4213

UDP

Multicast receive port on client
instance

4214

UDP

Unicast receive port on master
instance

4215

UDP

Unicast send port on master
instance

4216

UDP

Unicast receive port on client
instance

defined by parameter UDP and TCP
tunnel_ip

TCP/UDP bridge

IP

Description

239.0.23.12

Multicast IP ConfluentiaBus

224.0.23.12

Multicast IP EIB/KNX®

defined by parameter tunnel_ip

Tunnel-IP address (mostly localhost)

defined by parameter local_ip or
determined automatically

Local IP address

defined by parameter destination_ip
or determined automatically

Interface IP address
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Overview of the Classes
All types inherit their behavior from predefined classes. “Inner classes” will be used
automatically from the main classes – so it makes no sense to use inner classes directly.
You can add user defined types, select the desired class and change the following
attributes:
●

Icons for the specific state (on, off, additional)

●

allow/disallow actions (clicking on the icons)

Name

Function

Icons

On Click

Inner Class
from

Switch

On/Off

On, Off

Changes the state from
on to off and vice versa

n/a

Dimmer

Percentage

On (> 0%), Off One Click: 50% or
0%.Increases the value
until releasing the mouse
button

Heating

Value of the
heating (for PI
and PWM)

Heating on (>
0%), off. The
icon
additionally
shows the
room
temperature

Opens the heating control n/a
of the room

Temperature

Temperature

n/a

n/a

Smoke
Detector

Alert on: Set
state to on,
sends fire
alarm email
Alert off: Set
state to off

Alert on, alert Resets the icon to alert off n/a
off. If there is a
failure the
corresponding
icon of smoke
detector failure
is set

Window

Open: Locks
Open, closed
the heating by
locking the lock
objects of all
heating groups
in the
corresponding
room.
Close: Checks
if all windows
in the room are
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If the type is frontdoor, it
opens a confirmation
dialog and sends „on“ to
the groupaddress

Heating

n/a
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Name

Function

Icons

On Click

Inner Class
from

closed. If yes,
unlock the
heating lock.
Failure

Displays the
failure state
(red, yellow,
green) of the
application

Red, yellow,
green

Opens the failure list

n/a

Simple
Datapoint

No function

n/a

n/a

n/a

Building
Displays the
Heating Mode current heating
mode of the
building (frost,
night, standby,
comfort,
summer) –
make sure to
configure a
heating lock
groupaddress
in the central
room to lock all
heatings in
summer mode

Comfort,
Switches through the
Standby,
heating modes
Night. In Frostmode the
Standby-icon
is used and a
snowflake will
appear in the
upper left
corner.

n/a

Automation

Configured in
section
automation

n/a

n/a

n/a

Presence/
Absence

Absence: Set Presence,
building to
absence
absence, starts
alarm device
Presence; Set
building to
presence

Changes state to
presence / absence

n/a

Heating Lock

Locks/unlocks
the heating

n/a

n/a

Heating

Security

See chapter
setting up an
alarm device

Alarm, secure, In alarm mode opens the n/a
off
security dialog, otherwise
turn alarm device on

Audioplayer

Sends on/off to On/off
the

Sends on/off to the
groupaddress

n/a
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Name

Function

Icons

On Click

Inner Class
from

n/a

n/a

groupaddress
and plays a
wav file
(configured on
tab items)
Motion
Detector

If configured,
n/a
starts an
observation
and records an
observation
video in mov
format

Good Night

See chapter
setting up
Good Night

Good Night /
Good Night: Sets the
n/a
Good Morning building into good night
mode and starts the alarm
device
Good Morning: Sets the
building into default mode
and stops the alarm
device

Heating Mode Heating Status n/a
for a heating
group (frost =
1, night = 2,
standby = 3,
comfort = 4)

n/a

Heating

Set
Temperature
Delta

Defines the
delta/offset of
the currently
given heating
mode

n/a

n/a

Heating

Electricity
Counter

See chapter
configuring an
electricity
meter

n/a

n/a

Electricity
Meter

Electricity
Meter

See chapter
configuring an
electricity
meter

Pulse from
electricity
counter on/off

n/a

n/a

Blind

Controls a
blind

Open (> 0%)/
Closed

One click: Opens / closes n/a
the blind. Increasing the
value until releasing the
mouse button
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Name

Function

Icons

On Click

Inner Class
from

Smoke
Detector
Failure

Failure on / off

Failure / no
failure

Resets the icon to no
failure

Smoke
Detector

Indicator

Prints the value Empty icon
including the
unit to the
bottom of an
empty icon.
Typically this
type will be
inherited (e.g.
Outdoor
Temperature).

n/a

n/a

Outdoor
Temperature

Inherited from °C sign
Indicator with a
°C sign

Invalidates the
temperature

Gauge

Prints a value
from 0% to
100%

Fill factor

Invalidates the value

DoubleSwitch

Used for a
stateless
switch with one
click

Icon with
on/off,
changes for 2
seconds to the
on- or off
symbol after
clicking on it

Writes “off” or “on”
dependent of clicking on
the left or the right side of
the icon.
When you are using userdefined icons that are in
the dimensions higher
than wider, it will write
“off” or “on” when you
click on the upper or lower
side of the icon.

Blind down/up Same as
Blind down/up s. Double-Switch
Double-Switch
for Blinds

DoubleSwitch
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License
Copyright (C) 2010-2016, Martin Mirgel. All rights reserved.
This license (the "License") is a legal agreement between you (either an individual or a
single entity) and Martin Mirgel covering the use, installation, copying or distribution of
"ConfluentiaBus".
Please read the license terms below. If you do not agree to all of the terms and conditions
of this License, then do not use, install, copy, or distribute ConfluentiaBus. In addition, if
you paid a license fee to Martin Mirgel or an authorized ConfluentiaBus reseller, you may
return a copy of the registration code and a signed affidavit of De-Installation and Non-Use
to Martin Mirgel within fifteen (15) days after purchase, for a full refund of the license fee,
detracted of any purchase specific fees and expenses already paid or to be paid by Martin
Mirgel, including refund related costs.
For registration and upgrade purposes ConfluentiaBus will transfer your registration data
including the version number to our registration-server. If a new version is found you will
get an info on the splash screen and in the log-file.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
1. Your Agreement to this License
This License applies to the ConfluentiaBus and any accompanying distributable files, data
and materials. You should carefully read the following terms and conditions before using,
installing, copying, or distributing ConfluentiaBus. Unless otherwise agreed in a writing
signed by Martin Mirgel, your use, installation, copying, or distribution of ConfluentiaBus
indicates your acceptance of this License.
The terms and conditions of this License describe the permitted use of each Licensed
Copy of ConfluentiaBus and non licensed copies of ConfluentiaBus for demonstration
purposes.
2. Scope of License
Martin Mirgel grants to you, for each licensed copy, a limited, non-exclusive, nontransferable, royalty-free license to use, install, copy or distribute ConfluentiaBus.
ConfluentiaBus uses the open source database software postgresql. The database
software postgresql has its own license (s. LICENSE-file in the postgresql-folder) and is
not part of this license. Additionally ConfluentiaBus uses the free java chart library
JfreeChart and Jcommon and the free UpnP-Library Cling, which are covered by the LGPL
(see license file in the lib directory).
ConfluentiaBus is designed for a single family house. ConfluentiaBus may work in larger
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environments, but it is explicitly not recommended (because not tested).
All rights of any kind in ConfluentiaBus which are not expressly granted in this License are
entirely and exclusively reserved to and by to Martin Mirgel. ConfluentiaBus is protected by
applicable national and international laws and treaties.
You may use, install, copy and distribute ConfluentiaBus solely as expressly provided in
this License. You may not rent, lease, loan, sub-license, modify, translate, reverse
engineer, decompile, disassemble, or create derivative works based on, ConfluentiaBus, in
whole or in part, nor permit anyone else to do so. You may not make access to
ConfluentiaBus available to others in connection with a service bureau, application service
provider, or similar business, nor permit anyone else to do so.
It is agreed that in exchange for the license set forth herein, you will pay a onetime license
fee. The fee value will be specified on the official web site of ConfluentiaBus at the
moment of the purchase.
3. License Models
When purchasing a license, you will have the option to choose the following models,
which restricts your rights of usage and integration of ConfluentiaBus under the terms of
this license:
a). Standard: Using one copy of ConfluentiaBus with the option to have multiple clients
connected to the master. In this model there are two additional channels free (three
connections including the ConfluentiaBus-Connection). The Configuration-Tool
ConfluentiaBuilder may be installed freely on multiple computers. The number of
datapoints is not limited. This license includes the usages of widgets.
b). Premium: Using one copy of ConfluentiaBus with the option to have multiple clients
connected to the master. In this model there are two additional channels free (three
connections including the ConfluentiaBus-Connection). The Configuration-Tool
ConfluentiaBuilder may be installed freely on multiple computers. The number of
datapoints is not limited. This license includes the usages of widgets and the integration of
1-Wire®-Devices.
c). Exclusive: Using one copy of ConfluentiaBus with the option to have multiple clients
connected to the master. In this model there are four additional channels free (five
connections including the ConfluentiaBus-Connection). The Configuration-Tool
ConfluentiaBuilder may be installed freely on multiple computers. The number of
datapoints is not limited. This license includes the usages of widgets and the integration of
1-Wire®-Devices.
d). Additional Client: One more connection to the master instance is allowed. This is an
additional license to a) - c).
e). 1-Wire®: 1-Wire®-devices can be integrated. This is an additional license to a) - c).
f). Free Version: Using one copy of ConfluentiaBus with the option to have multiple clients
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connected to the master. In this model there is one additional channels free (two
connections including the ConfluentiaBus-Connection). The Configuration-Tool
ConfluentiaBuilder may be installed freely on multiple computers. The number of
datapoints is limited to 75. Widgets may not be used.
g) Demoversion: Premium-License limited by date.
h) Additional Support: Free upgrade to any new version of ConfluentiaBus. Email-support
with guaranteed service level agreement.
License fees may be different depending on the license model.
4. License Validity
This license is not valid to competitors of ConfluentiaBus.
5. Unlicensed Copies
If you did not pay for a non-free license, you may use unlicensed copies of
ConfluentiaBus for the exclusive purpose of demonstration. In this case you will be using
ConfluentiaBus in "demo mode". Without derogating from the forgoing, you may not use
ConfluentiaBus in "demo mode" for commercial purposes. ConfluentiaBus shall be used
only for evaluation purposes and may not be used or disclosed for any other purposes,
including without limitation, external distribution or software development. You may not
remove demo notices from the interface nor disable the ability to display such notices or
modify ConfluentiaBus.
6. Upgrades
Martin Mirgel will provide you with free upgrades of ConfluentiaBus within its purchased
version, i.e. if you purchased version 1.1, all versions that begin with 1.1 are free. Such
upgrades will include any upgrades for ConfluentiaBus that are released by Martin Mirgel
for general distribution to ConfluentiaBus licensees. Martin Mirgel has no obligation to
provide you with any upgrades that are not released for general distribution. Nothing in this
agreement shall be construed to obligate Martin Mirgel to provide upgrades to you under
any circumstances. Anyway, after the end of life cycle no upgrades will be available. The
end of life cycle will end after 24 months of its first release date (e.g. the end of life cycle of
all 1.4.-versions ends on 28th July 2015, because the first 1.4.-version was released on
28th July 2013).
7. Reservation of Rights and Ownership
Martin Mirgel reserves all rights not expressly granted to you in this License.
ConfluentiaBus is protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws and treaties.
Martin Mirgel owns the title, copyright, and other intellectual property rights in
ConfluentiaBus, its files and its Source Code. This License does not grant you any rights
to trademarks or service ConfluentiaBus brands.
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8. Termination
Without prejudice to any other rights, Martin Mirgel may terminate this License if you fail to
comply with the terms and conditions of this License. In such event, your right to use,
install, copy and distribute ConfluentiaBus terminates automatically and you must then
destroy all copies of ConfluentiaBus in your possession.
9. Warranty
Martin Mirgel represents and warrants that he has full title and ownership to
ConfluentiaBus and has the authority to grant the license hereunder. To the best of Martin
Mirgel's knowledge ConfluentiaBus does not infringe upon the intellectual property rights
of any third party and that he did not receive any notice regarding any alleged infringement
thereof.
10. Disclaimer of Warranties
ConfluentiaBus and its related material are provided "AS IS" and without warranty of any
kind and the Owner expressly disclaims all other warranties, expressed or implied,
including, but not limited to, the implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a
particular purpose.
11. EXCLUSION OF INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL AND CERTAIN OTHER
DAMAGES. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO
EVENT SHALL MARTIN MIRGEL BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL,
PUNITIVE, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING,
BUT NOT LIMITED TO, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF PROFITS OR CONFIDENTIAL OR
OTHER INFORMATION, FOR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, FOR PERSONAL INJURY,
FOR LOSS OF PRIVACY, FOR FAILURE TO MEET ANY DUTY INCLUDING OF GOOD
FAITH OR OF REASONABLE CARE, FOR NEGLIGENCE, AND FOR ANY OTHER
PECUNIARY OR OTHER LOSS WHATSOEVER) ARISING OUT OF OR IN ANY WAY
RELATED TO THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE CONFLUENTIABUS, THE
PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT OR OTHER SERVICES,
INFORMATON, SOFTWARE, AND RELATED CONTENT THROUGH CONFLUENTIABUS
OR OTHERWISE ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF CONFLUENTIABUS, OR
OTHERWISE UNDER OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY PROVISION OF THIS LICENSE,
EVEN IN THE EVENT OF THE FAULT, TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE),
MISREPRESENTATION, STRICT LIABILITY, BREACH OF CONTRACT, AND EVEN IF
MARTIN MIRGEL HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.
12. Limitation of Liability
In no event shall ConfluentiaBus's liability exceed the license fee paid, if any.
END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS

PostgreSQL License

PostgreSQL License
PostgreSQL Database Management System (formerly known as Postgres, then as
Postgres95)
Portions Copyright (c) 1996-2015, The PostgreSQL Global Development Group
Portions Copyright (c) 1994, The Regents of the University of California
Permission to use, copy, modify, and distribute this software and its documentation for any
purpose, without fee, and without a written agreement is hereby granted, provided that the
above copyright notice and this paragraph and the following two paragraphs appear in all
copies.
IN NO EVENT SHALL THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA BE LIABLE TO ANY PARTY
FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL,
INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, INCLUDING LOST PROFITS, ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE
AND ITS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS BEEN
ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA SPECIFICALLY DISCLAIMS ANY WARRANTIES,
INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE. THE SOFTWARE PROVIDED
HEREUNDER IS ON AN "AS IS" BASIS, AND THE UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA HAS
NO OBLIGATIONS TO PROVIDE MAINTENANCE,
SUPPORT, UPDATES, ENHANCEMENTS, OR MODIFICATIONS
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